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In 2013, the British Prime Minister David Cameron stated that 

the British people must �have their say� on Europe if the Conserva-

tive party won the next general election [1]. The 2015 election re-

sults ensured that the Conservative party would continue to govern 

the country with a 12-seat majority and ensured that they would 

honor their manifesto commitment. Whilst governmental analysts 

stated that the vote would be tight, there was a general consensus amongst party ofピicials that the vote would be to stay in Europe┻ 
However, on June 23rd にどなは the British electorate deピied the ana-

lysts and voted to withdraw from the European Union by 52% to 

48% majority. Former Prime Minster Cameron in a speech to stu-

dents at DePauw University, USA, described the Brexit vote, Donald 

Trump�s election and the Italian referendum as a movement of un-

happiness, driven by populism [2].

Introduction

In theory food safety is a critical measurement, not just for economic and legal reasons but also for the moral integrity of the or-

ganisation. However, in reality, the number of accidents or incidents particularly in the food manufacturing sector is a serious cause for concern┻ The problem is further compounded with the onset of Brexit┻ Given the UK government╆s ピloundering negotiation talks 
and the pending conservative leadership challenge, it has resulted in a climate of uncertainty, a devaluation of currency and economic 

instability. Food manufacturers along with other commercial businesses are reluctant to further invest until the economic future is more transparent┻ In consequence┸ food manufacturers are seeking efピiciency savings┸ whilst aiming not to compromise food safety 
compliance. Whilst there are areas of best practice, sadly there are an increasing number of examples in which failure to comply to 

food safety is resulting in lost of business, serious injury and in certain cases fatalities. This paper addresses Food Safety Cultural Compliance within UK Food Manufacturers and identiピies core issues that hinder the establishment of a proactive food safety culture┻ The research study adopts a mixed methods approach in which ピive UK food manufacturers were consulted via なの semi┽structured 
interviews with management and three focused groups. The data collected clearly indicates a commitment to food safety compliance. 

However, the majority of organisations struggled to maintain consistent levels of food safety compliance despite implementing costly 

training and development initiatives. Their strategic and operational drive to both enhance and maintain a positive food safety cul-

ture was also undermined with the uncertainty of economic pressures and the quagmire of Brexit. The paper concludes with a series 

of commercially viable recommendations within the context of the Brexit divorce and provides a clear contribution to the community 

of practice.

The vote to leave the EU in the signing of Article 50 of the Lis-

bon Treaty was greeted by insecurity. Ex-Sainsbury�s CEO Justin 

King said Brexit will lead to �higher prices, less choice and poorer 

quality at supermarkets� [3]. On June 24th 2016 the pound suffered 

its worst day dropping to $1.3236, a fall of more than 10%. Both 

the FTSE 100 index and the more UK-focused FTSE 250 fell more 

than 8%. The devaluation of the pound had a domino effect in that it forced the annual inピlation rate of ど┻のガ up to に┻ひガ [4]. This in 

turn slowed wage growth into a decline that resulted in a contrac-

tion of consumer spending and categorised the UK as the slowest 

growing economy in the G7 [5].

It was not just the currency traders who were unprepared, 

businesses were also anxious about the future. The effects of the 

2008 recession are still evident in the economy and the Brexit in-

stability has resulted in a very unpredictable economic landscape. 
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The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has also expressed 

grave concerns over the lack of clarity concerning Brexit and in consequence poses a real risk to global ピinancial stability いひう┻ There 

is further tangible evidence of business insecurity over Brexit, as 

many banks such as Morgan Stanley, Citigroup Inc., Deutsche Bank 

AG and JP Morgan Chase and Co are now operating on a worst-case 

scenario and state they will relocate their staff and operations to 

better serve their EU client base [10]. Thus, the stark message from 

the economy is the urgent desire for stability. If not, then the trap-

pings of relocating to Amsterdam, Dublin, Frankfurt, Luxembourg 

and Paris may prove attractive for businesses [11].

BREXIT and the Implications of Food Safety Cultural Compliance in the Food Manufacturing Sector

To further fuel business fears, the government is still refusing to 

publish its Brexit impact assessment [14]. It is therefore the view 

that the post Brexit food world will be characterised by volatil-

ity, disruption and uncertainty [15]. Optimists hope that this will 

provide a much-needed mechanism to introduce improvements. 

Whilst eurosceptic neoliberals have an alternative agenda, they 

very much believe that change will enable them to abolish the 

many laws and provisions that they dislike and are perceived as 

burdens on producers and food businesses [16].

Literature Review

71 of the UK�s largest food companies have stated �Maintain-

ing tariff-free access to the EU single market is a vital priority. It is 

where 75% of our food exports go, so all our farming and food busi-

nesses wish to maintain this outcome�. They have lobbied the gov-

ernment stating that it is imperative that the government needs to 

negotiate the �best possible access� [7]. The statement was signed 

by the National Food Union in England, Scotland and Wales as well 

as the Ulster Farmers Union and leading food businesses that have a combined turnover of over ｚひに billion ゅapproximately ｑななど bil-lionょ and employing over ひにの┸どどど people across the UK┻ Signato-

ries included the heads of Sainsbury�s, Morrisons, Marks and Spen-

cer and Weetabix [8]. 

The main tenor of debate is whether the UK will seek a �hard� 

Brexit or �soft� Brexit deal. A hard Brexit scenario would most 

probably result in the UK relinquishing its full access to the single 

market and the customs union along with the EU. Thus, the UK 

would regain full control over its borders, negotiating new trade 

deals and applying laws within its own territory. In all probabil-

ity, the UK would initially rely on World Trade Organisation (WTO) 

rules for trade with its former EU partners. However, leaving the customs union would mean a signiピicant increase in bureaucratic 
checks on goods passing through ports and airports and a likely 

10% tariff on EU goods [17].

Triggering Article 50 of the Treaty on the EU has started a �tick-ing clock╆ towards the UK╆s ピinal exit from the EU on March にひth にどなひ┻ However┸ the slow Brexit negotiations are doing little to put 
the UK industry, in particular, food manufacturers at ease [12]. 

Furthermore, the Great Repeal Bill White Paper [13] will revoke the なひばに European Communities Act that took Britain into the EU 
and meant that European law took precedence over laws passed 

in the UK Parliament. It will also end the jurisdiction of the Euro-

pean Court of Justice. Thus, all existing EU legislation will be copied 

across into domestic UK law to ensure a smooth transition on the 

day after Brexit. However, currently it offers vague guidance con-

cerning the future legal framework of UK law, and no clarity of how 

it might transform post Brexit. 

Whilst a �soft� Brexit would enable the UK to negotiate a rela-

tionship with the EU as close as possible to the current trading 

arrangements, the UK would not be a member of the EU, lose its 

MEPs, its European Commissioner and have no seat within the Eu-

ropean Council. However, it would retain access to the European 

single market. Thus, goods and services would be traded with the remaining EU states on a tariff┽free basis and ピinancial ピirms 
would keep their �passporting� rights to sell services and operate 

branches in the EU. Britain would also remain within the EU�s cus-

toms union, meaning that exports would not be subject to border 

checks, and it is the preferred choice of the UK remainders [18]. 

However, the implications of Brexit for food are potentially enor-

mous. This verdict applies, whether there is a �hard� or �soft� Brexit. 

The UK food system has been thoroughly �Europeanised�. Thus, 

many perceive that it will be impossible to cut back or quash by March にどなひ without enormous consequences いなひう.

Stepping back from the limelight of Brexit, UK food manufactur-ers are constantly challenged in their ピight against food contami-
nation and the pursuit of employee food safety compliance. In the 

main food manufacturers recognise that good food safety cultures 

are instrumental for three good reasons, namely: it makes good 

economic, legal and moral sense [20]. However, despite the com-

mitment of the vast majority of food organisations, the statistics 

are quite concerning. For instance, there were approximately 500 

deaths a year caused by food-borne illnesses. Campylobacter was 

the most common food-borne pathogen, with about 280,00 cases 

every year and Salmonella is the pathogen that causes the most 

hospital admissions � about 2,500 each year. Ignoring the social 

cost, food contamination costs the UK nearly £1.5 billion a year 

[21]. 

The agri-food sector is equally nervous about potential immigra-

tion controls, as it contributes £103 billion or 7.6% to the national 

Gross Value Added in 2013 and employs 3.8 million people. EU 

nationals contributed 7% (2.2 million +/- 0.1 million) and non-EU 

nationals 4% (1.2 million +/- 0.1 million) [6].

Upon closer inspection, more than half of the incidents (see ピigure な and にょ in にどなね were reported by local authorities ゅねどぬょ┸ 
EU Member States and the European Commission (246) or central 

government bodies (266). In September 2014, 61% of incidents 

originated within the United Kingdom and almost all connected to environmental contamination incidents┻ Another ひガ of inci-
dents were related to foods from the rest of the EU, while about 

21% were due to imported foods from outside. The origin of the remaining ひガ could not be identiピied┻ In additional┸ action taken 
to protect consumers in relation to food safety included issuing 
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T.S. Eliot stated that �between the idea and reality falls the shad-

ow� and the same can be said about a good food safety culture. As 

noted previously, the contamination statistics are not encouraging and there are numerous high┽proピile breaches which reピlect non┽
compliance with food safety standards. For example, CRF Frozen 

Foods recalled over 350 different CRF Frozen Foods and Garland 

Ventures Limited brands, due to suspected food contamination 

with listeria monocytogenes bacteria, which can cause serious in-

fections in children and the elderly as well as others with immune 

system issues. David Pitt of �The Associated Press� described it as 

�one of the largest food recalls in recent memory�, which has so far 

resulted in the laying off of just over 300 of their estimated 430 

employees [22]. A second example to emphasize the point was in 

relation to Mars, who initiated an international recall of a range of 

chocolate bars, after a customer found a piece of red plastic in a 

Snickers bar bought in Germany. The recall, which affects 55 coun-

tries, could end up costing the company tens of millions of dollars 

[23].

In にどなね┸ the FSA was notiピied of and investigated な┸はねの incidents that reピlected similar trends for にどなに and にどなぬ┻ However┸ overall 
the frequency of reported incidents has increased over the last nine 

years. There were also 301 more incidents reported in 2014 than in にどどは and a total of ねなひ prosecutions in total┻ Just over な in ね food 
law breaches (26%) related to cleaning offences, where food en-forcement ofピicers found there was a failure by businesses to keep 
premises or equipment clean. Other common food law breaches in-cluded unピit food on premises┸ a lack of hand washing facilities and 
food safety training as well as pest control issues [21].

Culture is an instrumental factor in nurturing organisational 

food safety compliance and is regulated by senior management 

rather like a thermostat [24]. Whilst most management recognise 

its importance as a proven determinant to organisational prowess 

management often overestimate the level of employee commit-

ment and underestimate the level of resources needed [25]. Food 

safety culture, if it is to be effectively embedded within an organ-

isation, cannot be seen as a one-off initiative but a life-long organ-

isational commitment [26]. In essence, whilst it continues to be a 

hot topic of debate, and although many organisations globally have ピit┽for┽purpose and quality compliant food safety management 
systems (FSMS) such as ISO 22000, Hazard Analysis and Critical 

Control Points (HACCP) and BRC Global Food Standards, they at 

worst fail or at best struggle to foster a sustained and proactive culture in the ピight against food┽borne outbreaks and employee 
food safety compliance [27]. Fundamentally it is harnessing the 

human dimension that is a complex and ever-changing issue that 

organisations face within the looming Brexit quagmire.The number of deピinitions describing culture is vast with no ap-

parent indication of losing its momentum. [28] aptly builds upon 

previous efforts in describing culture as �the beliefs, values, atti-

tudes, behaviours and practices that are characteristic of a group 

of people�. Alternatively, Deal and Kennedy いにひう in no way under-

estimate the importance of culture but simply describe it as the 

�way we do things around here�. However, Weigmann., et al. [30] 

was one of the pioneers who actively emphasised the importance 

ひど alerts and information notices to local authorities┻ The FSA also sent にばひ notiピications to the European Commission via the Rapid 
Alert System for Food and Feed (RASFF) [21].

Microbiological contamination is the only category where in-

cidents have been consistently increasing over time, from 147 in にどどは to ぬひど in にどなね┻ In にどなね┸ almost a third of microbiological contamination incidents ゅぬにガょ resulted from shellピish operations┻ 
High counts of Escherichia coli (E. coli) are used as an indicator of poor hygiene conditions in harvesting areas ゅsee ピigure ぬょ┻ Natu-

ral chemical contamination such as Algal toxins and mycotoxins ゅmainly aピlatoxinょ accounted for ぱばガ of natural chemical con-

tamination incidents in 2014, as mycotoxins can arise from certain 

moulds growing on cereals, nuts, spices and other foodstuffs. Algal 

toxins are also the direct result of naturally occurring algal blooms and are potential contaminants of shellピish [21].

Figure 3: Microbiological contamination incidents by 

type: UK, 2006 - 2014.

Figure 1: Incidents notiピied to the Food Standards 
Agency 2006 � 2014.

Figure 2: Incident Category: UK 2014.
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The debate about culture, safety culture and food safety culture 

can often be perceived as three exclusive initiatives and will rein-

force, quite wrongly, that food safety culture is ring-fenced purely 

to those who would actively work with food [32]. Furthermore, 

there equally appears to be additional mixed perceptions that an 

organisation�s �safety climate� addresses issues associated with em-

ployee attitudes towards safety. Whilst safety culture is occupied 

with employees� prevailing values within the organisation man-

agement need to recognise that the so-called three labels, namely 

safety culture, food safety culture and safety climate, collectively 

establish an organisation�s holistic culture [33]. To treat them as 

separate entities is folly, as one need only refer to the media in re-

peatedly covering food safety accidents and incidents. Let us not 

forget that an organisational culture like a spore, will manifest it-

self and without due management attention, all too often germi-

nates into a workforce, which fails to adhere to FSMS and actively 

works against the wellbeing of the organisation. Such a scenario is 

often referred to as a counter culture [34] and once established is very difピicult to eradicate┻
Having gained clearance from the University of Sunderland Eth-ics Committee┸ ピive UK major food manufacturers agreed to anony-

mously participate in the research exercise to discuss �BREXIT and 

the Implications of Food Safety Cultural Compliance in the Food 

Manufacturing Sector�. A sample size of 15 executives/manag-ers ゅthree senior executives【managers from each of the ピive food manufacturersょ would be identiピied in role title only┻ A mixed 
method approach was implemented via the qualitative analysis of なの semi┽structured interviews and ぬ focus groups consisting of ピive 
executives/managers. A decision was made to group the questions utilising the ピive key themes identiピied within the UK Health and 
Safety Executive�s [20] namely Control, Co-operation, Communica-

tions, Competence and Capabilities. However, it was felt that com-

Methodology

Table 1: (Wiegmann., et al. 2002) Common Themes  in Cultural deピinitions┻
Commentary supported the vital role management played in 

their operations and supported the views of Yiannas [36]. How-

ever, commentary repeatedly made reference to the importance of 

control procedures and disciplinary measures for non-compliance. 

There was no reference to support the views that effective leader-

ship and management styles will foster a proactive culture [37]. 

Furthermore, the control procedures failed to fully exploit the beneピits of staff suggestions┸ ideas forums and other innovative 
methods to capture the views and ideas of their employees [38], as 

indicated by the statements below:

The feedback associated with operational control measures 

was contradictory. For instance, all participants emphasised that 

their control procedures were effective. However, key examples 

cited failed to appreciate the consequences when there was a clear 

deviation from procedures, such as breaches in safety policy as 

noted by Denison いぬひう. There were several examples which indi-

cated that if staff felt under pressure to meet production targets 

then procedures would be deliberately overridden and compro-

mised, such as running out of time to clean down their worksta-

tions or production runs, thus leaving the clean down operations 

for the next shift that notably caused tension between shifts and 

the safety culture, as raised by Geller [40]. In addition┸ if auditing reports reピlected non┽conformance to 
procedures then this was not openly made available to current and 

prospective clients. This obviously sent mixed messages to sub-

ordinates concerning the importance of a transparent food safety 

culture [41]. There was also reference made to the style of safety management┸ in that a ╅difピicult manager╆ would result in employ-

ees simply following instructions despite knowing that such in-

of safety culture and identiピied seven common proactive themes 
found in safety culture literature (See Table 1). Weigmann., et al. 

[31] subsequently synthesised ピive factors that are in the main agreed to reピlect a safety culture┸ namely┺ organisational commit-

ment, management involvement, employee empowerment, reward 

systems and reporting systems. 

1. Refers to shared values among a group or organisa-
tion.

2. Is concerned with formal safety issues and is closely 
related to but not restricted to management and su-
pervisory systems.

3. Emphasises the contribution of everyone, at all levels 
in an organisation.

4. Impacts how individual members of the organisation 
behave at work.

5. Is reピlective in contingency between reward systems 
and safety performance.

6. Is reピlective in an organisation╆s willingness to learn 
from errors, incidents and accidents.

7. Is relatively enduring, stable and resistant to change.

petence and capabilities could be grouped together as one theme, 

thus, four themed semi-structured questions were presented to 

the participants to prompt informed responses. Thematic analysis 

was subsequently adopted to synthesize strategic and operational 

issues and to capture the anecdotal comments concerning food 

safety culture.

Data Analysis and Discussion

Theme 1: Control

Management made repeated reference to the importance of 

having a food safety strategy and the vital role that management 

play in personally getting involved with food safety related activi-

ties as supported by Draft [35]. However, there was little detail on 

employee involvement in the development of a company�s strategy 

and there was a clear inference that a good food safety strategy 

is aimed at avoiding prosecution and jeopardising key accounts 

rather than energising the company culture with its associated beneピits┸ such as enhanced morale┸ reduced non┽compliance and 
the generation of innovative solutions as supported by Casey., et al 

[33]. This is indicated by the statement below:

Managing Director: �We work in a high risk operation. There are 

more food safety techniques and methods than you can shake a 

stick at. But if we get it wrong, the press will be all over us�. 

Operations Manager: �It is a management responsibility to for-

mulate the food safety strategy and for our employees to abide 

by those instructions. We have strict disciplinary procedures for 

those who do not follow the rules�. 
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A signiピicant issue highlighted by many participants┸ focused on 
the importance of a �company management style�. Evidence sug-

gested that whilst management talked about their support of dem-

ocratic management practices via HACCP teams, Tool box talks and 

ideas forums in the pursuit of co-operation [48]. However, due to operational demands┸ management styles have in speciピic instanc-

es degenerated into an autocratic approach. This has resulted in 

employees simply agreeing with their line manager to avoid con-ピlict┻ Despite knowing such instructions would contravene compa-

ny policy and food safety legislative standards, the problem would 

also be exacerbated when senior management failed to confront 

poor management practices in the excessive use of their authority 

and power いねひう┻ Examples identiピied that compromised a culture 
of co-operation are noted below:

Participants indicated that despite offering literacy classes, the 

standards of English were quite low. This has manifested into a situ-

ation where those interviewed have adopted a �tell and sell� culture, 

in which management mechanistically tell: inform the workforce 

via work instructions [45]. There is an expectation that employees 

will conform via the �selling� which takes the form of monetary in-

centives such as bonus systems and unlimited access to overtime. 

Feedback from participants collectively stated that UK food 

manufacturers often rely on a multi-cultural workforce to resource their operations and this was supported by the views of Grifピith┻┸ 
et al [44]. On a positive note, they stated this has alleviated a skills 

shortage or unwillingness to work in food manufacturing with UK 

nationals [14]. However, the cultural ethnicity and literacy levels 

have compounded the challenges that they face, as food manufac-

turers, in the pursuit of nurturing cohesive operational activities 

amongst a diverse workforce [8].

Theme 2: Co-operation

Nurturing a culture of co-operation cannot be achieved without 

the genuine sustained support of both management and employ-

ees. This is by no means an easy feat given the work pressures and 

ethnic dynamics いねひう. However, with fair and consistent manage-

ment practices which listen and connect with their workforce via 

effective motivation strategies such as employee praise, recogni-

tion and dialogue [50]. In doing so, research suggests that these are the cultural seeds which will ピlourish┸ as evidenced in a reduc-

tion of customer complaints and product recalls, and stronger 

team dynamics in shaping the business�s food safety culture.

There was a common currency in senior management feed-

back concerning the overarching importance of communications that echoed the views of Grifピith┻┸ et al. [44] who stated that �food 

safety communications is a measure of quality of the transfer of 

food safety messages and knowledge between management, su-

pervisors and food handlers�. There was a collective agreement 

that communications in the food industry is critical, particularly in 

high risk operations. For instance:

structions would conピlict with company policy┻ However┸ in keeping quiet they would avoid unnecessary conピlict with management de-

spite the potential cost to the company during a third party audit, as highlighted by Grifピith [42]. Thus, concerning the theme of control 

on food safety culture, despite the good intentions of senior man-

agement, there were clear examples to suggest that safety culture is ピine during quiet periods but when staff operate under pressure┸ 
productivity takes precedence over safety culture. Such a �switch on 

and off approach� to safety culture, which is often masked at an op-

erational level, will no doubt erode employee buy-in concerning the 

importance of a proactive safety culture, as supported by Lee [43]. The above issues are reピlected in the statements below┺
Quality Assurance Technical Manager: �We are often instructed 

in not showing retail clients and food safety auditors the full set of 

micro results�.

Manager of Operatives and Hygiene Staff: �We do not get enough 

time to clean down equipment and in particular when a product has 

been running with allergens and the next product is allergen free. 

there was not enough time between the changeover to carry out a full clean as deピined by the procedure╊┻
Plant Manager: �It is not uncommon for employees to maintain 

that the company has systems in place to encourage suggestions for saving money and efピiciencies but rarely run the same systems to 
improve food safety culture�.

The corollary of such an approach has been successful in re-

sourcing operations but in doing so has nurtured a workforce pre-

dominately motivated by money and the establishment of group 

dynamics with power struggles and a substantial amount of a man-

ager�s time is spend instructing the workforce [46]. Such a strategy 

hinders the long term dynamics in fostering team culture with the added beneピits such as peer support┸ a sense of camaraderie┸ job 

satisfaction and a genuine feeling that management care about 

their wellbeing [47].

Internal First Party Auditor: �It is not uncommon for companies 

to provide food safety training and measure how well the trainer 

has performed but never measure and manage the attitude of the 

delegates on the course�.

Food Safety Training Manager: �When training, you often get 

managers and factory workers in the same sessions. If a manag-

er has a bad attitude, then this affects the learning dynamics and 

compliance concerning day to day operations. The problem is that 

senior managers don�t challenge their negative attitude and this 

obviously affects the morale of the staff�.

Director: �Food safety is the responsibility of the Technical Man-

ager and it is his role to police compliance�.

Theme 3: Communications
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It is commonly supported that effective food safety communi-

cation with employees takes sustained effort [55]. Organisations 

need to transparently demonstrate informed 360° communica-

tions, in which employees have a voice that is both recognised 

and evidenced in the enhancement of food safety initiatives [56]. 

Aristotle aptly stated three principles of communication, namely 

�logos� (presenting a clear and rational argument), pathos (using 

emotion) and ethos (establishing credibility) and it is still very rel-

evant in today�s food organisations [57]. Management�s failure to 

proactively monitor both the clarity and effectiveness of its com-

munication channels will do doubt corrupt or erode its corporate 

food culture ethos.

However, despite the importance of a company communica-

tions policy to standardise food safety communications [51], none 

of the organisations consulted either cited or made reference to 

such a policy as a vehicle to reinforce the company food safety cul-

ture. Much of the commentary focused on communications in the 

form of management instruction and cited examples such as team brieピings and tool box talks┸ but comments failed to emphasise the 
importance of communication to enhance committed behaviour to-

wards a healthy food safety culture, through employee feedback or 

direct involvement in food safety initiatives [52]. It was in the main 

driven by management as a one directional, top down communica-

tion. For instance:

In contrast to the formal procedures concerning food safety, 

there were several comments made towards the end of the inter-

views that contradicted initial statements. It would appear that 

the importance of food safety cultural compliance would dissipate 

when it reached the production lines or operational staff. This was 

particularly evident when staff were under pressure to ensure that 

their shift targets were achieved. There was also evidence to sug-

gest that operational errors or a deviation from procedures went unrecorded so as not to compromise the companies╆ proピits┻ For 
instance:

Senior management felt conピident when divulging their compa-

ny food safety policies and procedures. But there was a distinct lack 

of emphasis in mechanisms to capture the views of their employees 

and certainly no evidence of staff suggestions that had reinforced 

the company food safety culture [53]. Hence, their feedback failed 

to highlight the fact that a critical factor in communication is for 

management to observe and listen to the views of the workforce 

[54]. For instance:

Theme 4: Competence

All participants not only stressed the importance of food safe-

ty training but indicated that non-compliance with food safety, 

such as improper food handling, contaminated hand contacts and 

production runs was attributable to a general lack of food safety 

knowledge [58]. In support, training records suggested that all 

food manufacturers had set up training regimes to both inform and 

educate their workforce. Management emphasised the investment 

that their companies had injected to support their commitment to 

training. Whilst this was evident, the majority of training was de-

livered in-house via HR trainers and such courses in the main were not accredited and did not exploit the beneピits of sourcing external 
training to share best practice and training pedagogies いのひう. In ad-

dition, much of the training involved procedural and food safety 

training but did little to explore �food safety culture and its impor-

tance [33].

There also appeared a disconnection between training and 

operational activities, in the sense that there was very little evi-

dence of tracking or auditing the effectiveness of competence-

based training once delegates had left the training sessions. This is obviously a vital audit procedure to reピine bespoke training pro-

grammes against the workforce competence levels [60]. Hence, in 

the majority of cases, operatives would exit training and return 

to production lines without meaningful discussions or updates between supervisors and trainers concerning the speciピic compe-

tence levels of employees. Whilst there was audited evidence of 

spot checks, this in the main was a mechanistic process to check 

compliance and failed to reinforce the importance of a safety cul-

ture [61]. This issue was further compounded due to the lack of 

repeat training to ensure competence levels were maintained [62]. 

For instance:

Operations Manager: �We are a high risk operation; without effec-

tive management communications our workforce would not know 

what to do and the consequences could shut our business down�.

Production Manager: �Eighty per cent of our workforce are not 

UK nationals and their levels of English are poor. A substantial 

amount of our managers� time is spent ensuring employees follow 

our policy and management instructions�.

Factory Supervisor: �We recognise the importance of employee 

feedback but when we are under pressure to maintain production runs┸ its difピicult to set time aside to ask people what they think╊┻

Senior Manager: �When sales margins are tight, it has been known to overピill bags that contain frozen prawns by adding extra ice in 
order to reduce the quantity of prawns�.

Production Manager: �My sales team have a set budget for cheese 

content which sets out the amount of protein, moisture and fat in 

each product. When fat content does not meet legal requirements, 

production staff are instructed to meet the budget not the legisla-

tion�.

Operations Manager: �Quite often when staff are under pressure 

to meet production targets they simply follow their shift supervi-

sor�s instructions even when this means cutting corners, particu-

larly during clean down�.

Factory Manager: �Whilst we offer training, some supervisors do 

not promote food values and principles in the workplace. We are a 
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Employee competence is critical in meeting food safety stan-dards and the efピicient running of operations┻ However┸ organisa-

tions need to ensure that their food training philosophy embraces 

the importance of a vibrant food safety culture. Thus, procedural 

training must be complemented by behavioural methodologies and 

learning outcomes which accommodate the literacy levels of the workforce┻ Participants cannot be ピinancially disadvantaged when 
attending training sessions and such training needs to be followed 

up with active monitoring and constructive dialogue with employ-

ees and not just a tick-box exercise. Employees need to transpar-

ently comprehend the organisation�s cultural values and identify 

the importance of training and its symmetry with operational ac-

high risk operation; there are repeated examples of unsupervised 

staff coming to work unshaven and not wearing beard snoods�. There also was evidence to suggest a conピlict in policy┸ for in-

stance employees were instructed to attend safety training. How-

ever, there was a culture of employee reluctance as their rates of 

pay would be reduced or they would miss out on productivity bo-

nuses. Hence many employees failed to fully engage in the training 

and were purely focused on returning back to their �day job� いのひう┻ 
Whilst management were aware of a lack of engagement in train-

ing, they clearly failed to address the issue in constructive dialogue 

with staff. It was also interesting to note that management training was signiピicantly lower than operatives┻ Furthermore┸ supervisor 
and team leader training did not focus on the importance of culture 

and behaviour skills development to nurture a proactive safety cul-

ture. For instance:

HR Manager: �We run an operation where over 50% of the work-force╆s ピirst language is not English┻ However there are very few 
procedures and work instructions translated into different lan-

guages. Furthermore, due to their low literacy levels, they often 

fail training programmes but go back to production packaging not 

knowing what they really have to do�.

Training Manager: �Following the delivery of food safety training 

to senior managers, I challenged the group on their complaisant 

and negative attitude. In responding, some of the comments includ-

ed �as long as we are all getting paid, what�s the problem� and whilst 

I�m sat in this training room work is piling up on my desk�.

The winds of change are actively blowing uncertainty concern-

ing a post Brexit future and this is affecting food manufacturers 

in the UK and overseas. The potential of increased trading tariffs will impose greater pressure on their ピinancials and the threat of 
restricted immigration on a much dependent overseas market, are 

quite rightly worrying food manufacturers. Despite food manu-

facturers� assurances that their �houses are in order� with robust 

food safety cultures, the potential for serious food safety breaches 

in company policy and legislation, particularly in high risk food 

manufacturers, is ever present. 

The media constantly drip feed breaking newsworthy headlines 

about breaches in food safety standards, for example the �2 Sisters 

Food Group� company scandal in 2017, product recalls, such as the 

contamination scare of eggs from Dutch farmers in 2017, and the 

loss of life and serious illness due to contaminated food reaching 

the consumer. As was the case in 2015, with the former �Peanut 

Corporation�, in which nine consumers lost their lives and hun-

dreds were made ill due to salmonella poisoning. In consequence, 

the company executive received a 28 year jail sentence for putting proピits before safety┻Such tragic events question the ╅ピit for purpose╆ food safety cul-
ture initiatives currently in operation. The paper has endeavoured 

to highlight the variance between company expectations and their 

actual operational compliance in terms of food safety culture. In 

consequence to those issues raised in the paper, a benchmark-

ing template has been designed called the �Enlighten Food Safety Model╆┸ as noted in table に┻ Column な identiピies four gateways to 
food safety cultural compliance. Column 2 cites core themes which constituted the make┽up of each of the gateways┻ The ピinal column speciピies key aspirations that need to be tangibly identiピiable if an 
organisation is to genuinely believe that food safety culture is a 

journey not a destination.

Conclusion

tivities. Management and employees need to both recognise and 

genuinely believe that true competence is fuelled through effective 

procedural training and the underpinning of behavioural skills, 

such as safety culture values and norms, communication, team building and conピlict resolution [63,64].

Enlighten 

food 

safety 

model

Control Strategy Leader-
ship Process 

Change

1. The strategic and operational framework to embed and integrate food safety

2. Inspirational leadership to champion food safety compliance

3. Proactive and responsive attitude towards food safety processes and issues

4. Food safety reporting is used to support a food safety change agents

Co-operation Responsibility 
Empowerment 

Teams Recogni-
tion

1. Ensuring all employees recognise and appreciate food safety responsibilities

2. Empowering employees to actively participate in food safety initiatives

3. Motivating team dynamics to facilitate food safety

4. Providing recognition to capture and promote food safety compliance/best prac-
tice

Communication Vision Norms 
Consistency 
Feedback

1. Embedding the importance of food safety within the organisational vision

2. Fostering food safety social norms

3. The level of consistent and agreement in food safety

4. Actively encourage reporting of food safety issues

Competence Training Ap-
praisal Devel-
opment Self 

belief

1. Resourcing effective training and repeat food safety training programmes

2. Promoting and evaluating food safety

3. The adoption of food safety within the company belief system

4. Food safety roles and responsibilities are clearly deピined
Table 2: Enlighten Food Safety Model.
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